97 jeep cherokee fuel pump

Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. Keep the habit of refueling the car in time, it is unwise to refuel when the oil lamp is
bright. Always keep enough fuel in the tank for the pump to be submerged in gas. Keep the
habit of fueling to your car in time. Choose high quality car gasoline. Fuel comes through filter
to the Tubine Impeller. So if the fuel contains too much impurities, it can block the filter and
damage the Tubine Impeller. So please replace the Filter on a regular basis and always use high
quality gasoline. Engine hard to coldstartThe failure of safe valve cause the fuel system
pressure decreased. Oil level display incorrectFloating arm was distorted, failed or damaged
during transportation or installing. Vehicle makes high pitched sound when the engine is first
engaged. Sudden trouble accelerating. Low fuel pressure. The car can't put on the gas, serious
direct put out. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 2 - 8. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships
from. Sold by. About this item This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add both to Cart Add
both to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships
from and sold by EccppAutoParts. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Customers
who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page.
Featured items you may like. Compare with similar items. Register a free business account.
Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again
later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price?
Product Description. Keep the habit of refueling the car in time, it is unwise to refuel when the
oil lamp is bright 2. Choose high quality car gasoline 3. Timely cleaning or replacement of
gasoline filter. Chevrolet S10 Pickup V More to consider from our brands. See questions and
answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes
reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified
Purchase. It was a fit for a Jeep Grand Cherokee. Just installed and it does what a fuel pump is
suppose to do. The only difficult part was screwing back on the compression ring but the
wasn't the fault of the fuel pump. Exact fit for my 97 Grand Cherokee. Installed easily and works
as it should. If you live anywhere with rust issues do yourself a favor and order new straps and
bolts too. Mine broke instantly. Used to replace faulty pump in a Jeep Grand Cherokee limited.
Works flawlessly. I'm a certified mechanic, I installed this pump and the sending unit is faulty.
Pump works fine but the fuel gauge goes from the correct level then just drops to empty while
driving. I checked the ground on the wires and both sides are good. Unfortunate I'll have to drop
the tank again to replace this part. Probably should have looked online for help in how to install
but I figured it out. Hey, Volvo designed it - can't blame the product that's just like the original. I
ordered from this company and when the part came in it was exactly what I needed. The part fit
great it was not damaged, I would definitely be interested in ordering from the company again.
Perfect replacement for 97 Grand Cherokee. Still works. See all reviews. Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: fuel pump assembly , replacement fuel pump , high
pressure fuel pump. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon
Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment
Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Electric Fuel Pump. Ford Explorer Mercury
Mountaineer. Jeep Wrangler L4 2. BMW i L6 2. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Changing the fuel
pump on your Jeep Cherokee Classic can alleviate many problems related to the fuel system,
including inadequate acceleration or engine stuttering due to poor fuel delivery. The pump is
easily accessible and is located in the fuel tank. Care must be taken while removing the pump,
and using metal tools on metal surfaces should be kept to a minimum, lowering the chances of
a spark-related fire. The Jeep Cherokee Classic models, all with 4. Locate the test port and place
towels around the port. Use a small screwdriver to press against the port and relieve the fuel
pressure. If the vehicle does not have a test port, place towels around the end of the fuel rail
and disconnect the fuel line coming into the fuel rail. This will also relieve pressure in the
system. Disconnect the hoses running to and from the fuel pump and the electrical connections

running to the fuel pump and the attached fuel sending unit. Turn the ring holding the fuel pump
and fuel sending unit counterclockwise until it can be removed from the outer retaining ring.
Remove the mounting bracket and place it onto the new fuel pump. Disconnect the wires from
the old fuel pump and attach them to the new fuel pump. Install the lock ring onto the new
pump. Place the new pump back into the fuel tank and turn the outer ring clockwise until it
locks into the inner ring. Install the fuel line at the end of the fuel rail if you've disconnected the
line in place of using the test port to relieve the fuel system pressure. Eric Grosso has been a
journalist since , working as a staff reporter covering government events, school districts,
sporting events and entertainment acts. Grosso holds a Bachelor of Arts in telecommunications
and journalism from Youngstown State University. Step 1 Disconnect the negative battery cable
with a wrench. Step 2 Remove the gas cap. Step 3 Locate the test port and place towels around
the port. Step 4 Disconnect the hoses running to and from the fuel pump and the electrical
connections running to the fuel pump and the attached fuel sending unit. Step 5 Turn the ring
holding the fuel pump and fuel sending unit counterclockwise until it can be removed from the
outer retaining ring. Step 6 Remove the mounting bracket and place it onto the new fuel pump.
Step 7 Place the new pump back into the fuel tank and turn the outer ring clockwise until it
locks into the inner ring. Step 8 Attach the electrical connections and hoses to the new fuel
pump. Step 9 Install the fuel line at the end of the fuel rail if you've disconnected the line in
place of using the test port to relieve the fuel system pressure. Step 10 Replace the gas cap.
Connect the negative battery cable. Haynes; Shop rags Screwdriver Pliers Socket set Wrench
set. The most recently reported issues are listed below. The contact owns a Jeep Cherokee. The
vehicle hesitates to start when the contact turns the ignition. There is minimal fuel pressure
when the vehicle starts. While driving 65 mph, with a half tank of gas, the vehicle hesitated as if
it were out of fuel. The vehicle continued to hesitate while driving between 25 to 65 mph or
greater. The mechanic diagnosed the cause of failure as the fuel system, gasoline delivery: fuel
pump. The contact has been unable to drive the vehicle for two months. The current and failure
mileages were , I read about the recall of the fuel sensor failing on your site. I called Chrysler
and was told that it was not for my vehicle. I have a Jeep Cherokee and I have this same
problem. It has been acting up for the last 4 years. I have ran out of gas 3 times on the interstate
alone and have had to call a garage to bring me gas. I do not understand that if they know that
there is a problem that they do not fix it. Do I have any other recourse?. The sending unit gave
false readings. Steering gave out in A screw went through an engine part. Recently, a joint
connecting the axel to the steering mechanism had to be replaced. Fuel pump failed. Incredibly,
it is inside the gas tank. I have since learned that Jeep gas tanks corrode on the inside, thus
clogging the fuel pump. This is a very expensive repair because of the labor. There is still the
possibility that this new fuel pump may also fail, because the gas tank was not replaced and the
problem still exists. There should have been a recall. Fuel sending unit will read that the
consumer has gas, but the consumer does not, and will run out of gas while driving. Dealer
notified. The consumer had ran out of gas during rush hour-going 35mph. Fuel-sending unit will
read that consumer has gas, however the vehicle does not really have any, and will run out of
gas while driving. I almost was run over by traffic when I got out of my car when it stopped with
no warning. Nhtsa has a recall on file for this exact problem but the dealer and manufacturer
says it does not apply to my vehicle. The nstsa campaign number is 97v, manufacturer
campaign number is Since they say my vehicle number is outside the range of this recall, they
say I must pay for the repairs myself. I believe that this recall does not include all the vehicles
affected and should be expanded to include all affected vehicles. Consumer was test driving
and made a u turn and vehicle shut off with prior warning. Mechanic told him that fuel pressure
gauge, and then a light came on. Also, tail lights were out, and computer was reset. Dealership
was aware of problem. Vehicle is included under recall 97v The dealership has repaired the fuel
level sending unit four times under recall and the problem still exists. Consumer has contacted
the manufacturer about the problem. The reading had been accurate prior to this incident, and
has been inaccurate since. Could have been involved in an accident. Jeep has a recall due to
this problem, for this model year, but my VIN is not covered. I propose that the vins covered is
not sufficient, other vehicles are having the same dangerous problem. While traveling 70 mph in
high speed lane in heavy traffic vehicle stalled due to fuel pump overheating. Dealer replaced
fuel pump and problem stopped. When vehicle only has a quarter of a tank of fuel and when
making a left hand turn, vehicle stalls out without prior warning. Also, note recall 97v for the
same type of problem does not include this vehicle. Please provide any further details. Recall
remedy did not correct the recall 97v concerning fuel sending unit. When vehicle was half full
and when making a left turn it would completely shutdown without warning. Recall 97v Chrysler
fuel level sendng unit. Owner continues to experience a problem with running out of fuel after
having the unit replaced under recall. When driving at 65 mph and without prior warning vehicle

cut off, causing loss of all power. Vehicle was taken to dealer, who later determined that cause
was fuel gauge which malfunctioned. Fuel gauge malfunctioned, it failed to read the actual fuel
reading. Parked car would not start until mechanic banged on gas tank. Mechanic indicated
something was wrong with fuel pump. Have you had any notice of fuel pump service recalls for
97 Jeep Cherokee's?. Engine will run as long as you drive without making any sharp turns.
Have not run out of gas even when the gauge shows empty as long as you drive straight.
Contacted dealer to check for any recalls spirit Chrysler and Jeep. The response was , a recall
on defective fuel gauge only and would not cover my problem. I don't believe a weak fuel pump
would cause this. It sounds like the fuel pickup is losing prime because of the lack of baffles in
the tank to keep the fuel from moving. This sounds like it could be a very serious problem. I
purchased this vehicle from my daughter and she advised me that this has been a problem for
the last miles. Car Problems. Fuel Pump problem 1. Fuel Pump problem 2. Fuel Pump problem
3. Fuel Pump problem 4. Fuel Pump problem 5. Fuel Pump problem 6. Fuel Pump problem 7.
Fuel Pump problem 8. Fuel Pump problem 9. Fuel Pump problem Tank Assembly problems Tank
Assembly problems. Gasoline Fuel System problems. Fuel Delivery problems. Fuel Injection
problems. Tank Mounting problems. Gasoline Storage problems. A fuel pump that is working,
but not sending enough volume and therefore not producing enough fuel pressure, will cause
severe drive-ability issues. In this tutorial I'll show you the 2 basic tests you'll need to do to
check the condition of your Jeep's fuel pump. The fuel pump, in your 4. It'll either stop pumping
fuel or it will pump a volume that's lower than normal. Obviously, when the fuel pump
completely fails, your 4. In this type of scenario you'll see that:. But when the fuel pump sends a
lower than normal volume of fuel, your Jeep will start and run but with engine performance
problems. You'll probably see one or more of the following symptoms:. Both of these conditions
can be tested with a fuel pressure gauge. Alright, with this info under our belts, let's get testing.
The following fuel pressure test gauge kits are pretty good deals and include the adapter to
tests all Jeep with a Jeep-type Schrader valve:. All of the fuel pump pressure test kits above
have the fitting that will connect to your Jeep's Schrader valve. The fuel pressure specification,
from the Jeep repair manual, is 30 to 35 PSI. The only way this specification can be checked is
by using a fuel pressure gauge. Checking the fuel pump with a fuel pressure gauge is the most
accurate and professional way of checking the state of the fuel pump by the way, it's how it's
done at any professional repair shop. We can connect a fuel pressure gauge to the fuel system
using the Schrader valve located on the fuel injector rail see photo above. Place a shop towel
around the Schrader valve. The shop towel's job is to absorb any fuel that may leak when doing
step 2. Connect the fuel pressure gauge to the Schrader valve on your 4. When ready, ask your
helper to cycle the key on and off but don't crank the engine while you observe the fuel
pressure tester's gauge. Check the connection at the Schrader valve for fuel leaks and if any
tighten the fuel pressure a bit more by hand only to eliminate them. This confirms that the cause
of your 4. Now, I usually take one more precaution, before condemning the fuel pump as bad
and this is to check that the fuel pump is getting 12 Volts as the engine is cranking. This is just
to make sure that the fuel pump relay and fuse are OK and doing their job. What you'll have to
do to accomplish this is to attach a multimeter in Volts DC mode to the wire that supplies this
voltage to the fuel pump and while a helper cranks the engine, verify that the fuel pump is
getting this power. This fuel pressure gauge result let's you know that the fuel pump is working
and delivering enough fuel to the fuel injectors. The reason your 4. The fuel pump is OK. Starter
Motor Circuit Diagram 4. Power Distribution Center 4. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a
small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this website.
Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to
help you solve the problem! Page 1 Page 2. Contents of this tutorial:. All Articles: Jeep 4.
Applies To:. Jeep Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the site! Thank
you for being a valued part of the CNET community. As of December 1, , the forums are in
read-only format. We are grateful for the participation and advice you have provided to one
another over the years. I picked up a 97 Grand Cherokee with a mystery problem and I need
some help. Here is the rundown- When I turn the key on i get no guages, no idiot lights below
the guage cluster. There is no power going to the fuel pump and it is producing no spark. It
turns and cranks but will not start. There was a hack job installation of a remote start when the
previous owner had it. I can't even see how many miles are on it because the guages will not
turn on. I was thinking it was the computer or the power distribution center but I am seriously
stumped here Please help me. This was an intermittent problem for me. Usually I "fixed" the
problem by rowing the shifter and if that did not work, time, or having it towed to a mechanic
usually "fixed" the problem. Contact me a if you have success or b need help locating a PDC.
Still it cranks with no spark. Did you ever get the problem resolved and what was the problem. I
sure could use your help if you got your jeep running again. Thank You very much! I've heard

that the ecu torque bolts ground out after hitting the trsils hardhard losing them half turn plug it
back in and try it. I changed the crank shaft position sensor but it did not help that's a waist of
money there is a bad ground or something wrong with the computer. The manufacturers dont
usually have info on what symptoms could mean what problems so neither do the aftermarket
repair manuals. You download it and run it on your computer. Mine has same problems. This
should be a recall,but as with other problems,they dont want to own up to it. So here's what i
have learned : ALL of the jeep cherokees have this problem. Some people have had luck with
simply unplugging the sensor,waiting 5 minutes,then plugging it back up. In my case ,it had to
be replaced. Got a 96 Jeep. Ran fine then just stopped starting up. Di you ever find out
anything? Seems like a lot of people have this problem but no answer Exact same problem with
my cherokee. Replaced a faulty plug on the ECM, replaced crankshaft sensor, still nothing. Hey I
know it's 6 years later but I was wondering if you ever figured out what the problem with the Zj
was. How do we fix it i say chrysler needs to pay ha ha i wish. My 83 datsun never ever has
problems like this terd. I love it how all the electrical stuff just craps out. I could have hand
wired this car with duct tape and soildered it, ya know? The blower motor just stays on i fixed
that just unplugged it,then it kept beeping service 4wd switch unplugged it, then ran fine for few
years died while driving no start,no fuel or spark someone have and anser i will reply once mine
is fixed unlike evrybody else. These cars all develop the same symptoms.. On the 96 GC it is
behind the radiator overflow - remove 3 10mm nuts. Lift it out of the way. With wear and
bouncing the board moves and contacts the end of the screws-- back them out half way reconnect the battery and try to start it - if it works.. Problem solved in my 2 cases. It worked on
both my 96 GC's. I am sure the guy saw this somewhere on the internet- he is just not that smart
I am guessing this was a long term problem that was intermittent.. If this doesn't fix it- the only
other real culprits are the crankshaft position sensor and the ECM itself Changed cap and rotor
no fix I will tryecm fix tomm thanks so much I do body work plenty of sheetmetal screw I post
back on what happens tomm afterwork. Thank you! Tried this on mine and had great success. I
plugged everything back in, hooked up the battery, and the alarm went off - repeatedly. I
unhooked the battery for about 10 minutes, did the reset with both door locks, and everythings
good. Hi I just bought a 96 zj the guy tried going up the the the big hill at the obstacle course at
Truckhaven I got home thee the keys in it I've tried the pass door 3x trick and hatch. I've opened
the loom spread the wires out.. I've built every car I've owned I have a 96 Cherokee Laredo one
day it just died and would only turn over my wires from the injectors rail that plugs into the
oxygen sensor below the intake all 4 wires had melted together on the wiring harness side this
is located at the drivers side of the vehicle report back let me know what you come up with. A
role of electrical tape fixed my problem been driving no problem my oil pressure registered a
little low before now everything is perfect no no stalling or nothing and I replaced
cps,coil,camshaft sensor,plugs,wires, you name it I did it. Discussion is locked. Prev 1 2 Next. I
have the Same problem. Hello there Did you ever solve the problem with your Jeep? Intermittent
cutting power. Im having the same problem. NT Im having the same problem. Jeep Grand
Cherokee. Did you ever figure this problem out? Mine is doing the same thing. I am having the
same problem any luck with your jeep? Ever find out the problem?? No start problem. NT jeep
grandcherukewe crank no start. NT 97GC no spark,no gas, fuel light on, gas in tank fuses ok.
Same here. CNET Forums. Operating Systems. General Help. Brand Forums. Roadshow Autos.
Off Topic. Other Forums. Comic Vine. Giant Bomb. Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. Consider these available
items. Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be back in stock. Visit the
Parts Galaxy Store. This fits your. Customers also viewed these products. Page 1 of 1 Start over
Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Delphi FG Fuel Module. Next page. More to consider from our
brands. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing
your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would
you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top
reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Maybe ok for temporary
pump, just to get you home. Would not count on it for a long term solution. See all reviews.
Pages with related products. See and discover other items: 2. There's a problem loading this
menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.

Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life. For more information go to A car jerking does not necessarily mean a
faulty fuel pump. It may also be attributed to the engine's tuning or a failing shock and strut
assembly. If, however, the assembly and engine tuning of the Jeep Grand Cherokee turns out to
be fine, then there is a great possibility that the jerking movement is indeed a result of a faulty
fuel pump. The Jeep Grand Cherokee is normally equipped with electric fuel pumps, which
employ a fuel injection system that squirts fuel into the combustion chambers of the engine.
When the pumps fail, the car usually just sputters then dies. And even if gas is present in the
fuel tank, the car may still not function because of a faulty fuel pump. To assess its condition,
the easiest way would be to check the tip of the system's fuel delivery. If the fuel delivery's end
is empty, then the fuel pump has failed to deliver gas from the tank to the engine. If this
happens, a new replacement should be installed immediately. The primary causes for a fuel
pump to fail are worn-out gears, heat accumulation, and contamination. Overtime, the fuel that
runs from the gas tank may accumulate rust, debris, and dirt that may contaminate the pump.
Pretty soon, when piled-up, these particles might clog the fuel pump's filter, making it harder for
the fuel to reach the engine. So, it is advisable to clean the filter every now and then to prevent
particle build-up. Aside from contamination, overheating should also be on the watch list. To
avoid heat accumulation, the fuel tank should be maintained at a high or moderate level
because running on a low gas tank will cause the fuel to heat up quicker, which consequently
causes the pump to overheat or run dry. Take note also that the fuel pump's gear rotors cannot
endure a lifetime of usage, thus, these parts eventually need to be replaced for the pump to
work. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign
In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Jeep
Grand Cherokee Fuel Pump. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Fuel Pump part. Returns
Policy. Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included. Product Fit. Showing 1 15 of 52 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: M Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit.
Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: RD Part Number: AFE Diameter Pump. Page 1 of 4
Showing 1 - 15 of 52 results. Feb 03, Carol Seals. Purchased on Jan 24, Jan 20, No
disappointments Great delivery time of a product in great condition. The best reward of an order
is performance of receiving a great product in gr
1970 ford ranch wagon
zdx 2017
compact boxes
eat time. No unwelcome surprises Thank you!!! Purchased on Jan 09, Dec 23, Fast delivery,
perfect fit. Perfect fit, fires right up. John Ebert. Purchased on Dec 13, Show More. Frequently
Asked Questions Does a jerking movement while accelerating indicate a faulty Jeep Grand
Cherokee fuel pump? What is the easiest way of detecting a Jeep Grand Cherokee fuel pump
failure? What should be done to prolong the lifespan of a Jeep Grand Cherokee fuel pump?
Frequently Asked Questions. Does a jerking movement while accelerating indicate a faulty Jeep
Grand Cherokee fuel pump? Helpful Automotive Resources. You might be surprised to find out
how many issues can potentially prevent your car from starting. And consult the previous
article in this series regarding fuel pump symptoms to understand how both continuous and
returnless fuel systems. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

